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thermoelectric properties, a
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Palladium-Ruthenium, composition, a
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electrical and mechanical properties, a
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electrical and mechanical properties, a
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hydrogcn diffusion cells,
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specific heat, a
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Palladium-Strontium, electrical and mcchanical properties, a
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properties, a
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Palladium-Tellurium, electrical and mechanical properties, N
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Palladium-Thorium, crystal structure, n
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Palladium;Tin, electrical and mechanical
properties, a
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Palladium-Titanium,. .properties
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cations, a
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Palladium-Vanadium, magnetic and other
properties, a
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thermoelectric properties, a
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Palladium-Yttrium, electrical and mechanical properties, a
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Palladium-Zirconium,
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and
mechanical properties, a
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Palladium-Zirconium, magnetic and other
propcrtics, a
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Palladium Complexes, with cyclobutadienes, a
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with olefins, n
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Petroleum Refining, at Homs, Syria, o
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at Isle of Grain.
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at Odessa, Texas, a
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isomerisatioii of light fractions, a
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Platina, William Lewis and
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Platinum, adsorption of gascs, a
32, 72
anodic protection of stainless steel, CI
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apparatus for thermal analysis, a
74
bubbler tubes in glass melting
7
cruciblcs for crystal growing,
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determination of gascs in metals and
compounds, a
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determination of O 1 in uranium, a
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fused-salt galvanic cells, a
117
gauze anode
65
grain-stabiliscd "Fibro", a
70
heat contciit, a
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heating element in mass flowmeter, a
113
hot wire manometer, a
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in bi-metal tapes, a
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in fuel cells, a
33
in vertical sensing clement, a
154
ion adsorption, (r
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latticc dcfccts
104
linear expansion values, (1
148
oxidation of hydrogen, n
33
powder electrodcs, a
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radiation damagc
104
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resistance at low tcmperatures
resistivity, a
155
sample holder in X-ray diffraction furnace
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self-diffusion, a
31
sorption of hydrocarbons
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surface oxidation, a
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thermoelectric power, a
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viscosity of glass apparatus
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wetting by glass, a
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Xe compound
Platinum Alloys,
Platinum-Aluminium., nrcnaration
and
. .
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structure, a
Platinum-Aluminium-Silicon,
structural
149
data, a
71
Platinum-Beryllium, preparation and structure, a
56
Platinum-Boron, for brazing W
110
PtB phase, a
Platinum-Calcium, preparation and struc71
ture, a
Platinum-Chromium, magnetic properties,
31
a
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preparation and structure, a
71
Platinum-Cobalt, constitution and properties
96
Platinum-Gold, phase solubility mccha31
nism, a
Platinum-Iron, magnetic properties, a
112
Platinum-Lanthanum, preparation and
71
structurc, n
Platinum-Lithium, preparation and struc71
ture, u
Platinum-Magnesium, preparation and
71
structure, (f
148
Platinum-Manganese, magnetism, a
149
Platinam-Molybdenum, structural data, a
Platinum-Palladium, solubility of H s and
n,, 0
115
149
thermoelcctric propcrties, CI
Platinum-Rhodium, cruciblcs for crystal
growing
50
34
elements for induction heating, (I
furnace windings, a
74
tensile creep behaviour
42
thermal conductivity and expansion, a 148
thoriated, grain-stabilised, a
70
viscosity of glass apparatus
54, 154
Platinum-Ruthenium, thermal conductivity
and expansion, a
148
Platinum-Scandium, preparation and struc71
ture, u
Platinum-Strontium, preparation and structure, a
71
Platinum-Tellurium, constitution and pro148
perties, a
71, 112
Platinum-Thorium, crystal structure, n
Platinum-Tungsten Ttrain gauges,
53, 152
110
supcrconduct&ty, a
149
Platinum-Vanadium, structural data, a
Platinum-Yttrium, preparation and struc71
ture, a
Platinum Cell, for dielectric measurements, a
74
Platinum Iodides, properties, a
I50
Platinum Metals, alloy systems, a
111
complexes, a
112
co-ordination chemistry
12
electrode erosion
58
extraclion and refining
in compounds with cobaltitc structure, n
110
in iron-rich alloys, a
magnetism of dilute solutions of Fe-group
elements in. a
72
32
organo-complexes, n
lo
phosphides, a
147
physical properties data
properties of crystals, a
111
reliability of contacts, a
37
sintering with tungsten, a
152
susceptors in induction
heating,
Platinum;Titanium,
applications,
a a
75
Polyhutadiene, preparation, (1
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Rhodium-Platinum, crucibles for crystal
growing
50
34
elements for induction heating, n
furnace windings, a
74
42
tensile creep behaviour
thermal conductivity and expansion, a
148
70
thoriated, grain-stabilised, R
viscosity of glass apparatus
54, 154
Rhodium-Rhenium, constitution, a
30
71
Rhodium-Thorium, crystal structure, a
Rhodium-Titanium, constitution and pro71
pcrties, (1
Rhodium Carbonyl Complexes, structure, a
150
Rhodium Chloride Complexes, structure, a
150
Ruthenium, high temperature properties, n
31
properties in acid solutions
25
semiconductors with As, P and Sb, (I
150
separation by naphthol, a
Ill
vaporisation, a
32
Ruthenium Alloys,
71
Ruthenium-Aluminium, composition, a
Ruthenium-Beryllium, composition, a
71
71
Ruthenium-Boron, composition, a
71
crystal structure of RuB,, n
Ruthenium-Cerium, constitution, a
70
Ruthenium-Chromium,siiperconductivity,n
71
Ruthenium-Germanium, constitution, a
70
Rutheninm-Gold-Palladium, structurc and
149
properties, a
Ruthenium-Molybdenum, properties, a
30
Ruthenium-Niobium, composition, CI
149
oxidation of, a
71
149
Ruthenium-Palladium, composition, a
148
electrical and mcchanical propcrties, a
Ruthenium-Platinum, tlicrmal conductivity
148
and expansion, a
Ruthenium-Rhenium-Osmium, constitution, (z 70
Ruthenium-Thorium, crystal Structure, a
71
71
Ruthenium-Titanium, oxidation of, a
70
Ruthenium-Vanadium, constitution, a
Ruthenium Complexes, with arcnes, a
I50
Ruthenium Dioxide, propertics, a
111
Ruthenium Oxide, hydrous, preparation and
properties, a
32

construction and operation
f ?:Solion,
Strain Gauges, W-Pt alloy wires
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Resistance Thermometers, platinum, below
9O9K, a
platinum, calibration, a
platinum calibration at cryogenic temperatures, a
platinum, effect of thermal neutron irradiation, a
platinum, for deep sea work, (I
platinum, precision measurement, a
Rhodium, coatings, properties and prices, a
crucibles for crystal growing
high temperature properties
31,
plating in lighthouse beacons
properties and electrodeposition, a
sorption of hydrocarbons
Rhodium Alloys,
Rhodium-Antimony, crystal structure, a
Rhodium-Bismuth, constitution, a
crystal structure, a
Rhodium-Chromium, superconductivity, a
Rhodium-Iron, magnetic transformations
Rhodium-Palladium, electrical and mechanical properties, a
low temperature snsccptibility, a
thermoelectric properties
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144
24
111
134
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30
71
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Susceptors, Induction heating, n

117
53, 152
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Temperature Measurement, at low tcmperatures
15
in steel making
2, 79
liquid cast iron and steel
78, 90
under irradiation conditions
122
Thermal Analysis, apparatus for, a
74
Thermocouples,
Iridium :Iridium-Rhodium, gas turbine com155
bustion tests, a
in steel works
90
Molybdenum-Platinum, in irradiation conditions
122
72
Platinum, annealed and quenched, a
resistivity and thcrmo-e.m f., a
117
Platinum Metals, stability a t high temperatures, a
38
Platinum:Khodium-Platinum,effect of ther38
ma1 neutron irradiation, a
expendable immersion cartridge
2
in molten metals, a
78
79, 90
in steel-making, a
in thermal analysis, a
74
testing, a
38
viscosity of glass apparatus
54, 154
Rhodium-Platinum:Rhodium-Plat~num,
in
steel works
79, 90
37
Titanium, platinised, for cathodic protection, a
75, 153
Tritium Labelling, a
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148
148
148
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Vertical Sensing Element, a
Xenon Hexafluoroplatinate, formation, a
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